"It

is fair to say that, in general, no problems have been
exhausted;instead, men have been exhaustedby the problems."
SantiagoRam6n y Cajal,
"Advice for a Young Investigator."

"The

essenceof science:ask an impertinent question, and you are
on the way to a p e r l i n e n ta n s w e r . "
Jacob Bronowski,
"The
Ascent of Man'"

During the past few years a new wind has been sweeping through the
computing terrain, slowly changing our fundamental view of computers.
We clbviously want them to be faster, better, more efficient - and
proficient - in their tasks. But that'sjust part of the story..Theother part,
an{ in my mind the more exciting one, is that we've come to demanclof
computers to stop being so stiff.
Computers are rigid, unbending, unyielding, inflexible, and quite
unwiek.ly. While they have improved our lives in many a way' there
is still much to be desired. It all boils down to one thing: at their most
funclamentalcomputers lack the ability ro adapt.
Adaptation refers to a system's ability to undergo modifications
according to changing circumstances,thus ensuring its continued functionality. We often speak of an environment, and of the system'sadjustment to changing environmental conditions. The issue of aclaptationin
computing systemshas moved into center stage over the past few years.
The archetypal examples of adaptive systems are not among Man's
creations - but among nature's. Natural organisms show a striking
capacity to adapt to changing circumstances, a fact which has not
escapedthe eyes of computing scientistsand engineers. The influence
of the biological sciences in computing is on the rise, slowly but surely
inching its way toward the mainstream.There are manY examples today
of systemsinspired by biology, known as bio-inspired.systems.
These adaptive, bio-inspired systems are complex, which refers to
more than their simply being complicated objects, difficult to build and
comprehend. As written by Peter Coveney and Roger Highfield in

Frontiers of Complexity:

"Wtthin

science, complexity is a watchword for

a new way of thinking about the collectiuebehavior of many basic but
interacting units, be they atoms, molecules, neurons, or bits within a
computer. To be more precise, our definition is that complexity is the
study of the behaaior of macroscopic collections of such units that are
endowedutith the potential to eaoluein time. Their interactions lead to
coherent collective phenomena, so-called emergent properties that can
be described only at higher levels than those of the individual units. In
this sense,the whole is more than the sum of its components...".Natural
organisms are complex adaptive systems. and our artifacts are now
beginning to follow in their footsteps.
The researchI carry out is within the Terra Nova of computing science.
Below, I briefly describe severalfields of study in which I'm interested:
Cellular

Computing

In recent years we have been witness to a growing number of researchers who are interested in novel computational systemsbased on principles that are entirely clifferent than those of classical computers.
Though emerging from disparate domains, their work shares a common
computational philosophy, which I have dubbed cellular comytuting.
Basically, cellular computing is a vastly parallel, highly local computational paradigm, with simple cells as the basic units of computation. It
aims at providing new means for doing computation in a more efficient
manner than other approaches(in terms of speed, cost, power dissipation, information storage,quality of solutions),while potentially addressing much larger problem instances than was possible before - at least
for some application domains.
Evolutionary

Computation

The idea of applying the biological principle of natural evolution to
artificial systems, introduced more than four decades ago, has seen
impressive growth in the past few years. Usually grouped under the term
euolutionary algorithm.s or euolutionary computcttion, we find the
domains of genetic algorithms, evolution strategies, evolutionary
programming, and genetic programming. Evolutionary algorithms are
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common nowadays, having been successfully applied to numerous
problems from different domains, including optimization, automatic
programming, circuit design, machine learning, economics, immune
systems,ecology,and population genetics,to mention but a few.
Ftzzy

Systerns

Computers are crisp creatures whereas we humans are fuzzy. The
question that arises is: can we narrow this gap? Of course, there are two
possible ways to do so. The first is by forcing humans to behave more
crisply - to be precise and unambiguous; this is exactly the stance
that computer programmers must assume: since they converse in the
"mechanic", avoiding the use of
computer's tongue, they must be very
impreciseconcepts.
There is another way to narrow the human-computer gap, though,
"painful" to us: having the computer behave in a
which is much less
fuzzier manner. This field goes by the name of fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic
"if
the room temperature rises
allows computing machines to go from
"if
above 27 degreescentigrade then increase motor output by 34%o"to
the room is hot then substantially increase motor speed." Fuzziness,
"messier" way of computing,
though, is more than that: it also refers to a
more akin to how things work in nature.
Learning

Systems

The ability to learn throughout one's lifetime via interactions with the
environment is exhibited by most higher forms of living organisms,and
is most pronounced in human beings. This is yet another mode of adaptation, which has served as an inspiration for the development of artificial neural networks. Such networks are able to learn difficult problems
from examples, a radically different approach from that of directly
programming the desired behavior.
Configurable

Circuits

When one sets about to implement a certain computational task then
obtaining the highest performance (speed) is unarguably achieved by

a dynamically changing environment. In recent years a number of
groups have been investigating the possibility of building artificial
immune systems for computers. Another artificial system that heals is
the embryonic circuit of the Swiss-basedEmbryonics project, which is
ltased on the multicellular structure of complex organisms, and on the
way such organisms come to be - through the developmental process
known as ontogeny.
Adaptive Robotics
Adaptive robots are machines capable of autonomouslyadjusting their
behavior to a changing, partially unpredictable and partially unknown
environment, as such representing a promising alternative approach to
classic robotics. In this field researchersbuild actual robots and apply
evolutionary- and neural-computation techniques to investigate issues
such as mobility, navigation, and collective behavior.
Moleeular- and Nano-Systems
Computing devices keep getting smaller and smaller: there are millions of tiny transistors in modern-day chips. Currently we just keep on
stretching the existing technology, known as VLSI (V",: Large-Scale
Integrated Circuits). At some point though (probably within ten to fifteen
years)this technologywill have to be supplanted by an entirely new one.
Molecular biology, giving rise to molecular computing, and atomic physics, giving rise to nanosystems,are two highly interesting recent developments that will probably gain prominence in the future.
Hybrid

Systerns

This involves the combination of two or more of the above domains,
such as evolution of cellular systems,neuro-fuzzy computing, and bioinspired hardware.
Complexity,

Emergence

"complex"? How does one construct cclmplex
What makes a system
systems? What exactly is emergentbehaviori' These are but a sample of
fundamental questions of interest in these domains.
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